SERGING WITH DECORATIVE THREADS
TEACHER DEMONSTRATION

1. WOOLY NYLON/BABY YARN
   Use wooly nylon/baby yarn in both loopers, with just the LEFT needle for a wider stitch, or with just the RIGHT needle for a thinner stitch.

   **NOTE:** When using CROCHET THREAD or BABY YARN, you must hand wind the thread evenly on an empty serger cone or into a ball and placed in a wide-mouth pint jar.

2. PEARL COTTON/ CROCHET THREAD
   Remove right needle. Pearl cotton thread may be used in top looper or both loopers. Thread the left needle with regular thread. Sew SLOWLY. Secure ends with liquid seam sealant.

3. HEAVY RAYON THREAD
   Remove right needle. Use heavy rayon thread in both loopers. Thread the left needle with regular thread. Use liquid seam sealant on ends.

4. METALLIC
   Start with normal tension settings; they may need to be adjusted down one or two numbers to get a balanced stitch. Metallic thread can be used on upper and lower loopers, or just the top looper. Thread left and right needles with regular thread.